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ABSTRACT

In this white paper we would like to introduce SAIKO, an advanced blockchain In this white paper we would like to introduce SAIKO, an advanced blockchain 
based system for managing safe payments between devs and twitter account in 
collaborations. The crypto space is a fairly new area of the economy and as such 
it has many systems that are too basic and inadequate. We strongly believe 
collaboration payments are one of those areas. The current system of 
pre-payment operates on blind trust and good faith and it leaves project devs 
powerless when the other party does not hold their side of the agreement. Our 
system aims to harness the power of blockchain technology to address the 
potential risks for dev teams in such collaborations. We plan to build a smart 
automated vesting system for airdrops and payments that will encourage twitter 
partners to actively ‘work for their bag’ and hold them responsible when they do 
not.

INTRODUCTION

Engaged and enthusiastic community has become a crucial part of any successful Engaged and enthusiastic community has become a crucial part of any successful 
crypto project launch and sustained token performance. 

Support from prominent and reputable Marketing Service Providers (MSP) Support from prominent and reputable Marketing Service Providers (MSP) 
accounts is one of the quickest and most effective ways to build such community 
and collaborations between dev teams and top MSP accounts are a key part of 
any solid marketing plan. Unfortunately, MSP has an increasing number of 
participants who fail to deliver on their promises and, in doing so, put the success 
of a crypto project at risk. 

The current system of compensation for collaboration creates inequality of power The current system of compensation for collaboration creates inequality of power 
between the parties involved. It usually involves an airdrop to a MSP account 
before any marketing activity is undertaken. Those ‘good faith’ agreements 
between devs and MSP accounts are common in the crypto space.  However, this 
approach leaves the team behind the project exposed to risks after sending 
funds: MSP bad players can ghost the team, do a poor job in promoting the project 
or sell off a new token in a hurry without considering the impact on its market cap. 
All these actions can be disastrous for budding projects. Up until now, realistically 
there has been no way to address this and to enforce the original agreement. 
SAIKO aims to level the playing field for both the devs and MSP accounts and to 
harness the power of advanced blockchain technology to protect the interests of 
both parties in the crypto ecosystem.
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TECHNOLOGY

The team behind SAIKO aims to apply the power of blockchain technology to 
address the potential risks for dev teams in collaboration with MSP account. We 
plan to develop a smart automated vesting system for MSP airdrops and 
payments. A crucial feature of the system will be a dapp that will encourage MSP 
partners to actively ‘work for their bag’. 

Much more than a simple escrow, SAIKO dapp will link the release of the reward Much more than a simple escrow, SAIKO dapp will link the release of the reward 
token with an automatic scan of the MSP collaboration partner activity for a 
specific cashtag (e.g. $SAIKO). The release of airdrop/payment can be 
pre-programmed in two ways:

1) Flexible marketing activity over an agreed period

An airdrop of native token or other cryptocurrency payment to occur over a An airdrop of native token or other cryptocurrency payment to occur over a 
specific vesting period (under 2 or 4 periods). During this time the MSP account is 
monitored for the approved marketing activity to ensure that the partner offers a 
consistent level of support at launch and over a specified period after the event. 
This solution strongly incentivised the collaboration partner to promote the 
project on a regular basis to unlock further rewards e.g. through supportive tweets 
with cashtag or engaging with the project account.  This option gives devs an 
opportunity to ensure regular exposure for their project, while at the same time 
offering MSP partner full control of their activity. This solution is particularly 
attractive for airdrops in native tokens. The reasoning behind it is simple and 
logical: the more marketing effort the MSP partner makes, the better the native 
token performs and the more of it they can unlock over an agreed period.

2) Completion of an agreed task or goal

An airdrop of native token or other cryptocurrency payment to occur on 
completion of an agreed task or goal e.g. a number of supportive tweets 
An airdrop of native token or other cryptocurrency payment to occur on 
completion of an agreed task or goal e.g. a number of supportive tweets 
featuring the token cashtag. This option may be more attractive for devs 
collaborating with prominent MSP accounts who may work on a fixed marketing 
schedule and have set prices. Setting up clear, specific and measurable goals or 
tasks, which must be met before rewards are unlocked is a safe way for dev 
teams to benefit from high-level exposure in the crypto world without the usual 
risks involved in pre-payment. Because the process of unlocking 
airdrops/payments is automated within the dapp, it offers much needed clarity 
for both parties. SAIKO vesting system creates a neutral environment, which 
takes away the need for human interaction in release of compensation, which 
can be a source of misunderstanding or strained relationships when conflict 
between parties arises.
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The contract for our vesting system will include the following components (subject 
to updates):

• Vesting length

• Initial unlock %

• Time between unlocks

• % tokens for each unlock

• Minimum posts to achieve each unlock

• Possibility to include minimum quality/engagement to achieve each     • Possibility to include minimum quality/engagement to achieve each     
  unlock

SAIKO dapp will also include advanced twitter data search by cashtag, which SAIKO dapp will also include advanced twitter data search by cashtag, which 
integrates the use of AI. This utility will allow the user to easily highlight and get an 
overview of 100 top MSP accounts that include a specific cashtag. The twitter 
developer account, which enable the auto-fetch function is currently awaiting 
approval.  Eventually, once the approval is complete, we will create a fully 
automated system in which the assessment of the post content quality will be 
done by AI. Our dev team will teach the AI what to look for in automatic scans. 
However, initially the process will be handled manually by the team. This is to 
make sure we are not being held back by the slow process of approval and the 
project can advance to further stages of development.

The vesting system we are building is a complex and advanced blockchain 
technology with a real potential to enhance the fairness and ease of twitter 
The vesting system we are building is a complex and advanced blockchain 
technology with a real potential to enhance the fairness and ease of twitter 
collaborations.  We believe such a fair system will be welcome with open arms by 
dev teams around the world, many of whom have had adverse experiences with 
MSP partners before. We also believe the enthusiastic reception of SAIKO by new 
project teams will allow our system to become a new industry standard for 
reward/airdrops/payments in twitter collaborations. 

The team of community devs behind SAIKO include an experienced developer The team of community devs behind SAIKO include an experienced developer 
from an established project with a head-spinning $30M valuation and 
sophisticated utility, who will be leading in development, testing, implementation 
and maintenance. We believe we have the resources and experience required to 
turn the vision for SAIKO into a reality.
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GOALS

We are looking to bring the power back to crypto project teams and to create a 
platform for a more equal and fair relationship between parties in twitter 
collaborations. We want to introduce to the crypto ecosystem agreements that 
can be binding, in a similar way they work in the traditional finance. Instead of 
blind trust and good faith, SAIKO offers clarity, impartiality and equality. 

With the first test of the blockchain approaching within days, we are reaching out With the first test of the blockchain approaching within days, we are reaching out 
to relevant publications and the general tech sector to identify opportunities for 
highlighting our solution in articles, video channels and chats.

As a decentralized project, we are also always on the lookout for like-minded tech 
people to help us build, test, promote and maintain the tool we are creating. 

We have a vision of the crypto worlds free from scams, ghosting and ‘bad players’ We have a vision of the crypto worlds free from scams, ghosting and ‘bad players’ 
- a fair, transparent and equal system, which equally rewards and holds both 
parties responsible for their agreement.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER

Nothing in this white paper is an offer or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell Nothing in this white paper is an offer or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell 
any tokens. This white paper is published with a view to receive feedback and 
comments. Nothing in this white paper should be treated as a guarantee or 
promise of how the token will develop, or of the utility or value of the tokens. This 
white paper outlines plans, which might be subject to change and the success of 
the project will depend on many factors outside of control of the team behind 
SAIKO, including economic factors among others. Any statements about future 
events are based solely on the current analysis and expectations of the team and 
as such involve a high level of unpredictability.
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